– A Proud Tradition
Ohio Brass arresters lead the industry in surge protection, and we can prove it with our unmatched record of new
product introductions:
•
1950 Introduction of our first surge arresters
•
1957 Patented current-limiting gap arrester — Dramatically improving system protection
•
1968 Opened Research and Development Center and High Voltage Laboratory
•
1978 Opened MOV block plant — To control most critical components
•
1986 Introduced world’s first polymer distribution arresters — Improved safety
•
1988 Introduced Protecta*Lite® transmission line surge arresters — Improving system reliability
•
1993 Introduced polymer station arresters — Reducing weight and improving safety
•
2005 PDV Optima arrester introduction — Preventing line lockout
•
2007 SVN/PH4 arrester introduction — Reducing weight and improving safety
•
2010 Introduced Protecta*Lite® distribution line surge arresters — Improved system reliability
Our commitment to innovation has made us the most experienced polymer arrester and polymer insulator
manufacturer in the electric power industry with the most units in service around the globe.

– We Live It Everyday
Our surge products not only deliver the highest standards in the market, our people do as well. From the technical support we offer in the field to manufacturing to customer service, Hubbell Power Systems backs you with the best arrester
on-time delivery in the industry—bar none:
•
Experienced engineering staff — Including two IEEE Fellows
• Over 100 years experience
•
Territory managers where you live
•
Seminars/Training — At the factory and in the field
•
Web-based training
•
Factory tours
•
Employee and Company commitment to customers
•
Industry Standards assistance and development
•
Active in IEEE & NEMA Standards
• Standards medallion winner
• Working group chairman
• SPDC chairman
Our technical and support team, with over 130 years of combined and
unmatched field experience, brings expertise, company history and commitment
to support you where it matters—in the field.

- Part of Us
Words can be cheap, but not here. We back what we say about our products with complete and accurate data.
No sugar coating. Just the information you need and deserve.
Just ask us:
•
High corporate and personal standards — Annual ethics training
•
Unembellished data — Always to the letter of the standards
•
Clear country of origin markings
•
Complete product testing — All clauses of standards addressed
•
Open and honest communication
•
Growing, vibrant organization
•
Solid reputation — Say what we mean and mean what we say
We set new performance standards for ourselves and our products on an ongoing basis. As we go
into our second century, we pledge to introduce new product technologies and state-of-the-art
surge protection.

- Our Promise
As the leader in surge arrester technology, we intend to stay that way with products that offer you the
best way to avoid service interruptions and improve system reliability—by using our arresters.
Our history is clear: Hubbell Power Systems is the leading innovator in power surge technology
serving the global electric utility market. We will continue to back our existing line
of products with complete commitment to customer satisfaction as we go forward
introducing products of the future.

